
Burrowing through the paywall: Sharing research 
papers in the real world.

.  Ellen Sexton, Lloyd Sealy Library.   Faculty Development Day August 2018.  



The problem: 

Paywalls limit access to three-quarters of the scholarly literature



Thanks to the open access movement,  50 % of newly published articles are now 
being made available without paywalls

Green open access = some version of the article is posted on a repository.
Gold open access = the article is freely available on the journal’s website 

Himmelstein et al , eLife 2018. https://elifesciences.org/articles/32822

The open access (partial) solution

https://elifesciences.org/articles/32822


Library responses
1. Subscribe to paid content

Library, vendor  & publisher technology works together seamlessly to get user to the 
paywalled content.

Except…. It’s not seamless.  And no library has $$$ to subscribe to everything.  

2. Interlibrary loan!  For everything else.  
But… it’s not immediate, and it’s not seamless.   

3. Encourage authors to publish in open access journals, or post a version 
of their article in the institutional repository.  

But… they don’t. 



Readers’ solutions:   Ask Twitter….



For authors & readers: Join an academic social 
network and post articles there:  ResearchGate or 
Academia.edu 

• Very popular.
BUT
• 40% of articles sampled breach copyright (Jamali, 2017)
• Subject to take down notices – e.g. Elsevier & ACS, 2017.  
• No guarantee of persistence, stability.  Could disappear.  
• Articles can be accessed only by other members



Himmelstein et al , eLife 2018. https://elifesciences.org/articles/32822

The pirate 
“solution” 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/32822






“Sci-Hub….retrieves and distributes scholarly literature without regard 
to copyright. …note that, in many jurisdictions, use of Sci-Hub may 
constitute copyright infringement. Users of Sci-Hub do so at their own 
risk. This study is not an endorsement of using Sci-Hub, and its authors 
and publishers accept no responsibility on behalf of readers. There is a 
possibility that Sci-Hub users — especially those not using privacy-
enhancing services such as Tor — could have their usage history 
unmasked and face legal or reputational consequences.”





Who's downloading pirated papers? Everyone.  
By John Bohannon.  Science,  29 Apr 2016: 508-512. http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6285/508

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6285/508


Who's downloading pirated papers? Everyone.  
By John Bohannon.  Science,  29 Apr 2016: 508-512. http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6285/508

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6285/508


Who is financing it all, and why?  
(who is really behind SciHUB?)  
• Minutes 40:06 to 41:43  at https://www.sspnet.org/?library=scihub-

are-publishers-just-going-to-play-whack-a-mole-forever-or-can-they-
actually-do-something Andrew Pitts speaking, co-founder of PSI 
PublsiherSsolutions International.

https://www.sspnet.org/?library=scihub-are-publishers-just-going-to-play-whack-a-mole-forever-or-can-they-actually-do-something


What can libraries, authors and publishers do 
to make the user experience as frictionless as 

stealing?  
(paraphrasing Andrew Pitts) 



For readers:  Browser plugins 

• Unpaywall
• Web site & browser extension.  Searches legitimate open access repositories, soon to work 

with Elsevier/SCOPUS.

• Kopernio
• REALLY PROMISING! Searches legitimate open access repositories AND library subscriptions -

JJ library is working to enable this, not ready yet.

Also:  
• Open Access Button  ((web site & Firefox extension)
• Lazy Scholar  (browser extension)



Unpaywall browser plug in example



For authors: Publish your articles open access

Thanks to the open access movement,  50 % of newly published articles 
are now being made available without paywalls

Green open access = some version of the article is posted on a repository, e.g. 
CUNY Academic Works.

Gold open access =  the article is freely available on the journal’s website (may 
involve author charges) 



Persistent identifiers help identify and disambiguate disparate items.  
Articles have DOIs, authors have ORCIDS.  
This REALLY helps the scholarly communications infrastructure  
(crossref, etc)    
Get your ORCID, and include it in your manuscript submissions.  

www.orcid.org

For authors: Get your ORCID and use it!

http://www.orcid.org/


Yes, this means doing a task unpaid that the Google corporation could 
do ….  

https://scholar.google.com/ and sign in.   Go to my profile, and check 
off the articles that you wrote.  

For authors: Clean up your Google scholar 
profile

https://scholar.google.com/
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